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Abstract

Recently, the emergence of sharing-bikes exerts a significant impact on citizens’ daily travel. However, when planning bus routes, the current system still does not take them into consideration. In this paper, we propose B&B, a data-driven system to plan bus routes with the consideration of sharing-bikes. Aiming to maximize the travel flow coverage, we design a heuristic approach to extend bus routes. Meanwhile, we propose a function to determine whether a road segment should be designed as a bus route or it is more suitable for passengers to ride sharing-bikes in that area. Moreover, to ensure the efficiency of bus routes, a constraint is set up on the directness of bus routes. Extensive evaluation of two large-scale datasets in New York City demonstrates that our system achieves the best coverage on both flows and areas, which outperform by 7.05% and 15.55% over the baselines without considering sharing-bikes. Our system lays a solid foundation for planners to plan the city transportation systems overall, especially concerning the design of the bus routes and sharing-bike lanes.

1 Introduction

With the development of the city and the advocacy of green-life, sharing-bikes are available almost everywhere in many cities and countries, especially in China, which aim to solve the ‘last mile’ problem [Chu et al., 2019], as citizens could ride a sharing-bike to take the public transportations including metro and buses. Since it is difficult to change operation routes of metros due to the high cost of construction, the bus route planning system with the consideration of sharing-bikes to provide more efficient service is needed. Previous work has studied bus route planning [Chua et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2014] and bike lane design [Bao et al., 2017] by data-driven methods. However, they are investigated separately, and no work planned bus routes with the sharing-bikes. In this paper, we intend to explore the bus route planning problem with sharing-bikes to meet people’s requests of travel.

Despite of its great significance, it is non-trivial to plan bus route with the consideration of sharing-bikes due to several challenges: 1) How to design bus routes to meet the travel demand in the city while facilitating bike-ridings to bus stations. If we design the bus routes in a small area with dense traffic, it is more convenient for passengers but the coverage of overall bus service would be small and the travel efficiency would decrease. 2) How to consider the design of bus routes and bike services together. To reduce the travel time and serve more traffic flow, it is reasonable to design more bus routes but the efficiency of the bus system would be discounted, as riding a bike is more preferred in short trips. 3) For each bus route, how to make the trade-off between meeting more travel demand and providing satisfactory service is also challenging.

To overcome these challenges, we propose a data-driven approach, named B&B, to plan Bus routes with sharing-Bikes. For the first challenge, we detect some intensive pick-up and drop-off locations over the city as bus station candidates and extend the bus routes among them to serve the majority of travel demand. While for travel between near places, it is more convenient for passengers to ride sharing-bikes. By doing so, requests for both long and short distance trips can be satisfied at the same time. For the second challenge, we define a decision function to determine when to plan a road segment as the bus route based on the patterns of sharing-bike trips, which is utilized in the dynamic expansion process as short-distance while small-flow lanes would be filtered for passengers to ride bikes, while lanes with longer distance or larger flow would be selected as bus routes. To solve the third challenge, we define a directness bound for bus route to maximize the flow covered by the route network with limited number and length of bus routes as well as restricted directness. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

- We investigate the problem of planning bus routes with sharing-bikes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that attempts to design the bus route with the consideration of sharing-bikes by a data-driven method.
- We formulate the bus route planning problem as an optimization problem with three practical constraints, which maximize the coverage of passengers’ travel demand all over the city with the sharing-bikes. Moreover, we propose a three-stage heuristic approach to solve the formulated problem.
- We evaluate our system using two large-scale datasets of New York City. Compared with the state-of-the-art baselines, our method achieves the best performance across different parameters. Specifically, it outperforms the benchmark by 7.05% and 15.55% in terms of traffic flow and area coverage without considering sharing-bikes.

2 Related Work

Data-Driven Urban Planning: With the availability of large-scale mobility data, data-driven urban planning become increasingly popular [Zheng et al., 2014]. [Yuan et al., 2012; Xia et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2018] demonstrated the existence of different functions regions in a city through GPS trajectories. [Yao et al., 2018] built a network representation of...
human movement based on vehicle tracks. With the popularity of sharing-bikes, researchers investigated the problem of improving urban transportation systems with sharing-bikes. For example, [Nair et al., 2013] analyzed bicycle data from Paris and uncovered the relationship between bicycle usage and multimodal trips, and [Liu et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018b] studied the dynamic reposition of sharing-bike systems. In this paper, we provide a data-driven approach to design the bus route of a city using OD data.

**Spatio-temporal Trajectory Mining:** A significant amount of literature aim to mine the spatio-temporal trajectories since the mobility data has recently become widely available. Related works about origin-destination travel time estimation [Li et al., 2018a], spatio-temporal representation learning [Yao et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020] and traffic flow prediction [Shi et al., 2020; Feng et al., 2020] have been published. Additionally, [Liu et al., 2011] utilized real taxi trajectories in Beijing to detect outliers in spatio-temporal traffic, and [Zheng et al., 2011] used the GPS trajectories of taxis in urban areas to evaluate the effectiveness of the planning. In this work, since taxi trajectories reflect citizens’ travel demand, we can utilize the origin and destination of each taxi trajectory to design bus routes.

**Bus Route Designing:** Urban transportation network design problem includes two parts, one is the road network design, another is the public transit network design [Farahani et al., 2013]. In this paper, we mainly focus on the latter problem. Traditional methods optimized an objective function with several constraints and heuristic methods [Chen et al., 2014], genetic algorithms [Chakraborty, 2003] and other mathematical approaches [Brata et al., 2015] have been used to solve the optimization problem. Different from those works, we utilize heuristic while dynamic method to design bus route, and most importantly, we take the sharing-bike into consideration during the route expansion process.

## 3 Problem Formulation

In this section, we attempt to model and define the problem of planning bus routes with the consideration of sharing-bikes. To effectively plan the bus routes, we assume that bus stations are selected from those hot-spots, i.e., locations with highly intensive ODs. Given the identified hot-spots, we build a weighted graph $G = (V, E)$ to simulate travel demand, where the vertex set $V$ denotes the station candidates derived from hot-spots and the distance matrix $D$ denotes the distance among all candidate stations. For a pair of nodes $v_i, v_j \in V$, we say there exists an edge between $v_i$ and $v_j$, if there is trajectory records between $v_i$ and $v_j$, and the flow matrix $F$ represents the intensity of such traffic flow. For readability, we summarize the major notations used throughout the paper in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>The set of all candidate bus stations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>The flow matrix for all candidate stations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>The distance matrix for all candidate stations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>The set of all the designed bus routes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>The set of all trips fulfilled via sharing-bikes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r(v_m, v_n)$</td>
<td>The set of bus routes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_{mn}$</td>
<td>The set of all trips fulfilled via sharing-bikes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_m$</td>
<td>The length budget for every bus routes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>The maximum number of bus routes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>The operation as well as the management cost for the bus system will increase rapidly with the growing number of routes. Thus, there should be an upper bound $\alpha$ for the number of bus routes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>To efficiently, there should be restrictions on bus routes to prevent them from taking zigzag routes. We use the ratio $\beta(v_m, v_n)$ to measure the directness between station $m$ and $n$ in route $i$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>The directness ratio should not be too large as the deviation of the route will make it lose passengers due to the caused relatively long commute time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Criterion 1: 

The operation as well as the management cost for the bus system will increase rapidly with the growing number of routes. Thus, there should be an upper bound $N$ for the number of bus routes.

### Criterion 2: 

There should be an upper bound on the length of each route since the volume of fuel in each bus is limited. Moreover, if the route is too long, then the operation order of the bus lines are susceptible to traffic jam and traffic accidents. The maximum length of each route is set to be $B_{mn}$.

### Criterion 3: 

To make the transit operation of buses more efficiently, there should be restrictions on bus routes to prevent them from taking zigzag routes. We use the ratio $\beta(v_m, v_n)$ to measure the directness between station $m$ and $n$ in route $i$, which can be calculated as follows,

$$r(v_m, v_n) = \frac{\sum_{j=m}^{n-1} D[v_j, v_{j+1}]}{D[v_m, v_n]} \quad (m < n).$$

The directness ratio should not be too large as the deviation of the route will make it lose passengers due to the caused relatively long commute time.

### Optimization Goal

The ultimate goal is to design optimal bus routes to maximize the overall coverage of the traffic flow with the sharing-bikes. Based on the criteria above, we define the total flow $f$ as the following: We assume that the passengers are willing to use the service of bus and sharing-bikes when their travel origin $v_o$ and destination $v_d$ are connected by buses and sharing-bikes and the route are direct enough (i.e., $\beta(v_o, v_d) \leq \alpha$). With the definition, the optimization problem can be expressed as below:

$$\max \sum_{i=1}^{N_L} \sum_{v'_o, v'_d} \left( F[v'_o, v'_d] + F[v'_d, v'_o] \right),$$

s.t. 

- $N_L \leq N,$
- $l_i \leq B_{mn}, \quad \forall i$
- $r(v'_o, v'_d) \leq \alpha, \quad \forall i, o, d (o < d).$

Our goal is to find a set of bus routes $L$ and a set of sharing-bike lanes $B$ to maximize the total flow in equation 3 under the constraints 1-3. The first two criteria are aiming to con-
struct an economic bus system, while the last criterion is proposed to make the bus system rationalized and humanized.

4 System

In order to take the long and short distance of travel demand into consideration altogether and differentiate between buses and sharing-bikes, we propose our B&B system and give an overview of it in Figure 1.

4.1 Pre-processing.

In the pre-processing, we conduct a two-step clustering to formulate the flow network from OD data. The two steps are designed as follows:

Step 1: Hot-spot Detection. There are two small steps in detection. Firstly, the OD points are clustered by DBSCAN method [Ester et al., 1996] to detect the density centers, which are taken as hot-spots and bus station candidates. Then, clusters are exaggerated by aggregating nearby points to identify the coverage of each station candidate. The number of the bus station is usually 200-300, and the distance between two bus stations is usually 3km-5km in a modern city.

Step 2: Bus Station Identification: After deriving several hot-spots, we expand the coverage of each cluster by aggregating OD to their nearest cluster centers. With the identified clusters, we establish the flow network based on hot-spots. To be specific, for the distance matrix $D$, the distance between the center of clusters represents for the distance between those hot-spots. For the passenger flow matrix $F$, we match our extracted OD-pairs with stations to determine the passenger flow between hot-spots.

4.2 Bus Route Design.

The bus route design is known to be a complex, non-linear, non-convex, multi-objective NP-hard problem [Liu et al., 2001]. To address this problem efficiently, we propose a three-stage heuristic approach. The overall algorithm consists of 3 main components: Firstly, we initialize the bus routes as a balance between flow and station coverage. Then, we propose a greedy network expansion algorithm considering sharing-bikes. Finally, we prune and supplement the existing bus routes further improve the coverage of the flow as well as the hot-spots.

Route Initialization. In our problem, we first need to find $N$ road segments with each one stands for a route as a start. Selecting $N$ routes with maximum passenger flow per unit distance is a natural way for initialization, but those road segments are often concentrated on particular areas, which may miss some important areas and reduce the coverage of hot-spots. To solve this problem, the hierarchical clustering method [Ward jr, 1963] is applied to split the hot-spots into $N$ tiny parts. Then we find the road segment with the maximum passenger flow per unit distance in each smaller part as initialization. It has the advantage that the road segments belong to different part of the city, thus they are not connected and avert the deficiencies mentioned before.

Greedy Route Expansion. Based on the route initialization, we propose a heuristic algorithm to add road segments with higher flow gain on passenger flow per unit distance to the route network consecutively. Since we aim to consider the riding of sharing-bikes during bus route design process, the critical point is to determine when to select a road segment as a bus route and when passengers would ride bikes.

First we define some crucial notations in expansion: $c$ is the added road segment, $l_c$ is the length of $c$, $v_c$ is the ID of the route in which the road segment is added to, $v_{c,c}^o$, $v_{c,c}^b$ stand for the origin and destination for $c$ respectively, $p(l)$ represents for the relationship between the distance and the probability of riding sharing-bikes, $E_c$ stands for the expected increase on number of people taking bus after adding $c$, $\Delta f_c$ stands for the flow gain of adding $c$ and $\Delta g_c$, $\Delta g'_c$ represents the gain of overall flow and bus passengers after adding $c$ respectively.

First we need to study the travel patterns of sharing-bike users. Figure 2(a) shows the travel distance distribution $f(l)$ of sharing-bikes. Based on the statistical result of sharing-bike trips, we define the relationship between the travel distance $l$ and the probability $p$ of riding a bike as follows,

$$p(l) = Pr(l' \geq l) = 1 - \int_0^l f(l') dl'. \quad (4)$$

The diagram of function $p(l)$ is shown in Figure 2(b). As there is an inverse relationship between the people taking buses and riding bikes, we use the probability function $p(d)$ to measure $E_c$ as Equation 5.

$$E_c = \Delta f \cdot (1 - p(l_c)). \quad (5)$$

Considering the mobility pattern of the sharing-bike users, there should be a maximum distance $l_m$ for the trip of sharing-bikes. Also, when picking the optimal road seg-
ments, the segment’s length and its relationship with the current route should not be overlooked when seeking for maximum gain. As for directness factor, the directness of the route \( L_{ci} \) in which the road segment is added is calculated as \( r(v^e_i, v^d_i) \). Then, we can derive the expression for \( \Delta g_c \) as Equation 6,

\[
\Delta g_c = \frac{\Delta f_c}{l_c \cdot r(v^e_i, v^d_i)}. \tag{6}
\]

When considering sharing-bikes, the score of gain w.r.t. bus passengers \( \Delta g'_c \) is shown as Equation 7,

\[
\Delta g'_c = \Delta g_c \cdot (1 - p(l_c)) = \frac{\Delta f_c}{l_c \cdot r(v^e_i, v^d_i)}. \tag{7}
\]

The detail for the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. In our algorithm, we first find all the road segments that serve as the extension of the current routes and satisfy the criteria in Equation 3. Next, we divide the road segments into two categories \( l, s \) as the road segments in \( s \) are shorter than \( l_m \) and the segments in \( l \) are longer than \( l_m \). For each category, we calculate the optimal road segments based on Equation 6 as \( c_l, c_s \), the maximum score for flow gain \( \Delta g_c \) as \( \Delta g_{max,s}, \Delta g_{max,l} \), the length of optimal road segments as \( l_{c_l}, l_{c_s} \), respectively.

When comparing the optimal result in two categories, if the \( \Delta g_c \) for \( c_s \) is greater than that of \( c_l \), but \( \Delta g'_c \) for \( c_s \) is smaller, it implies that there is sufficient demand to construct the route, but few people are willing to take the bus. Under this circumstance, bike rides are utilized to provide transportation services. Otherwise, bus routes are planned regularly, as we compare the value of \( \Delta g_{max,s}, \Delta g_{max,l} \), and choose the corresponding segment with higher score.

**Routes Pruning and Supplementing.**

To make further improvement in the coverage of hot-spots and passenger flows, we could add some stations which are not added to the bus routes currently, but the constraints on both budget and directness would not be violated after adding them to the whole system. The rule of pruning and supplementing is shown in Algorithm 1.

To better exemplify the role of pruning and supplementing, we choose several bus routes shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3(a), the route is relatively straight but it fails to include passed stations. In the red rectangle labeled area of Figure 3(b), passed stations are supplemented to satisfy more traffic flow, but the directness of the whole route slightly increases, which is the trade-off between meeting travel demand and travel efficiency.

As for sharing bikes, when the distance between a particular station and its nearest bus station is within \( l_m \), then the corresponding travel demand between it and stations in routes can be satisfied via riding sharing-bikes to nearest bus stations.
and taking buses then. In Figure 3(b), sharing-bike travels are shown by red dashed lines, which can further elevate the coverage of flows and stations of our system.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Experimental Settings

Datasets. We utilize two kinds of dataset: Green Taxi Trip Data\(^1\) and Citi Bike Trip Data [Li et al., 2015] from New York City, one of the largest city in the world, for evaluation. The key characteristics of these datasets are summarized in Table 2. We filter the OD pairs with the travel time less than 1 minute or the travel length less than 500m, which are noise records caused by driver’s mis-operation. After that, more than 1 million taxi OD records are obtained. Such two large-scale datasets in New York City guarantee the accuracy of our evaluation. To speed up the pre-processing steps, we spatially divide them into 10m × 10m grids and only the geographical center of the grid is reserved. Then, we detect the hot-spots from grid OD and identify the bus station candidates via our pre-processing method. Finally, we build the flow network for bus route expansion. We try different parameters for clustering to detect hot-spots as bus station candidates. The optimum neighbor radius \(\epsilon = 100m\) and the minimum number of points in neighborhood is 110. As a result, there are 246 clusters in total.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th># of Records</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taxi Trip Data</td>
<td>Aug. 1st - 31st, 2014</td>
<td>2,639,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bike Trip Data</td>
<td>Aug. 1st - 16th, 2014</td>
<td>473,621</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Summary of basic statistics of two representative datasets in New York City.

Baselines and Metrics. We compare our B&B method with several baselines. For the state-of-the-art solution [Chuah et al., 2016], it proposed a system to build a loop line among ODs as follows:

L&NB: Planning bus routes by loop line method without considering the sharing-bike. The loop lines are also common when designing bus routes.

L&B: Planning bus routes by loop line method with the sharing-bikes.

Besides, we also take some variants of our system into consideration overall:

B&NB: Planning bus routes by our system without the sharing-bikes.

B&B+EP: Planning bus routes by our system with the sharing-bikes only in expansion stage.

B&B+SP: Planning bus routes by our system with the sharing-bikes only in supplementing stage.

When studying the effect of different factors on our planning algorithm, the default parameters are set as Table 3. Besides, the default way of initialization is agglomerative clustering algorithm. To evaluate how our system satisfy the goal we aim to achieve, we use the following three metrics:

The Flow Coverage Rate (FCR): The ratio of the flow covered by our system to the total flow extracted from OD.

The Station Coverage Rate (SCR): The ratio of the number of bus station included by our routes to the number of all bus station candidates.

The Average Travel Time (ATT): The average travel time from all origin to destination flow satisfied by our bus routes.

5.2 The Optimal Solution for Planning Bus Routes

For a large city like New York, to plan the bus routes efficiently and economically, we mainly tune two parameters: the maximum length \(B_m\) for routes and the number of routes \(N\) by grid search to find the optimal solution. We tune \(B_m\) from 15km to 35km, \(N\) from 15 to 30 respectively. In this case, directness bound \(\alpha\) is set to 1.5.

Figure 4 gives the result of the comparison with different budgets. We have the following conclusions:

1) With the increase of the \(B_m\) and \(N\), FCR and SCR both rise and ATT declines. However, the changes of the them slow down subsequently as \(B_m\) increases, which indicates that a relatively small budget would be enough to cover the traffic demand. The reason behind it is that the road segments with the highest flows are chosen first in our method. What’s more, most of the stations will be included into the route when \(B_m\) are large, thus making the travel efficient enough and making it unnecessary to add new stations.

2) The performance of our methods with sharing-bikes is better than those without them, but the gap between the result has narrowed when \(B_m\) becomes larger. It is because that when the budget becomes larger, more bus stations will be covered. Therefore, the excessive travel demand completed

---

\(^1\)https://data.cityofnewyork.us/Transportation/2014-Green-Taxi-Trip-Data/2np7-5jsg
by sharing-bike rides will be less in both the expansion stage and the supplementing stage.

From the discussion above, we find that $B_m=25km$ and $N=25$ would be an appropriate setting for the planning of the bus routes in New York City. When $N$ is fixed and $B_m$ increases 40% (from 25km to 35km), the gain on FCR is merely 0.4%, on ATT is merely 0.2% and SCR just not change. Similarly, when $B_m$ is fixed and $N$ increases 20% (from 25 to 30), the gain on FCR and ATT is merely 0.5% and 0.2% and SCR still not change. Those are enough to demonstrate that this setting can achieve a trade-off between providing efficient service for planners while being economic in real planning. Moreover, compared with the method without sharing-bikes, the result under this setting shows that FCR has been promoted by 7.05%, SCR has been improved by 15.55% and ATT has been reduced by 17.32%, which justifies the efficacy of the implementation of sharing-bikes.

5.3 The Benefits of Considering Sharing-bikes

We compare our system B&B with B&B+NB, B&B+EP and B&B+SP to further evaluate the benefits of considering sharing-bikes in different stages of our system. Results under different groups of parameters are shown Table 6 with $\alpha = 1.5$, as we observe that our B&B method always outperforms B&B+NB, B&B+EP, and B&B+SP. Specifically, FCR has been improved by about 2.20% (on average, the same below) and SCR has been improved by 1.20% about when sharing-bikes are considered in routes expansion, which means our decision function plays an important role in trading-off between bus and bike. Moreover, FCR has been improved by about 7.54% and SCR has been improved by 21.77% about when sharing-bikes are considered in routes supplementing, which means the designed bus routes can meet more traffic demand when considering sharing-bikes. By combining these two aspects together, our B&B method improves FCR by 9.74% and SCR by 22.97%, which can serve more traffic flow under the same conditions.

To visualize the effect of sharing-bikes, we show the route planning results for New York City with the derived optimal settings in Figure 5. Although the designed bus routes would cover most areas in the city to meet passengers’ travel demand, it is worth noting that the result is more reasonable when taking sharing-bikes into consideration. Take the yellow rectangle labeled area as an example. Bus stations are unable to cover all stations in Figure 5(a). Actually, these short-distance routes should be improved, because sharing-bikes can better meet such travel demand as Figure 5(b) shown. In this case, both traffic flow coverage and station coverage are significantly improved by considering sharing-bikes.

5.4 Comparison of Different Expansion Methods

We also compare the results with and without considering sharing-bikes. The length limit of loop lines is relatively higher. In this case, we set the limit to $B_{m_{,\text{loop}}} = 50km$.

The results are also shown in Figure 6, which verifies our algorithm. Obviously, our B&B method outperform others on both FCR and SCR with the different set of budget constraints. In addition, the increase of FCR exceeds 20% in almost all the cases regardless of sharing-bikes, which demonstrates that our expansion method can meet more traffic flow.

5.5 The Influence of Directness Parameter

The parameter $\alpha$ plays a crucial part in the design of the bus route. When $\alpha$ increases, the restriction on directness is relaxed and the number of candidate road segments in expansion increases, resulting in covering more stations. However, when $\alpha$ is higher, passengers will take a longer time from the source to destination. From the figure 4(d), we observe that our FCR and SCR are always higher than that without bikes, while our ATT is always lower, which demonstrates that our system can increase the satisfaction for traffic flow and decrease the travel time at the same time. It is also worth noting that when $\alpha$ increases, the travel time first decreases than increases, which means that we can achieve a trade-off between providing efficient and satisfactory service for a passenger.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the problem of bus routes planning with the sharing-bikes. Our goal is to maximize the flow coverage under three practical constraints: 1) the number of routes, 2) the length of each route, and 3) the directness of each road. Based on the flow extracted from large-scale OD data, we propose a heuristic approach to expand bus routes. Experiments on two large-scale datasets show the gains of our system and demonstrate that our system enables the city planners to design better public transportation systems.

Although we do not take current bus routes into consideration, it is still reasonable to put our design into real practice. To be specific, we can compare our design with the current public transportation system: if the bus route is contained in the system, we suggest that it should be reserved. Meanwhile, if the designed bus route is not included in the current system, we recommend that this route be replenished to current routes. In this way, our proposed B&B can be utilized to enhance the travel convenience in metropolis, which also sheds light on intelligent urban planning with the consideration of multiple forms of transportation.
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